
multi-puck action
air hockey 



Power Puck Fever is a unique multi-puck air
hockey that allows for multiple pucks to be
played simultaneously. It adds a new dimension
to the traditional air hockey game and makes for
a distinct and innovative gaming experience. 

The use of multiple pucks adds a new level of
complexity and excitement to the game. It
creates more opportunities for strategic play, as
players must constantly track multiple pucks and
plan their shots accordingly.

it's a battle 

of pucks!



The game starts out with 1 puck, then as
the game progresses, more pucks are
released onto the playfield creating a
frenzied battle of the pucks as players
scramble to score and defend at the same
time, making the game more dynamic,
fast-paced, and competitive.

The pucks are also assigned different
values; with some pucks worth more
points than others.
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Players can enjoy uninterrupted
gameplay with the built-in automatic
puck recycling system. 

The table can hold up to a maximum of
31 pucks. 

A seamless supply of pucks can help
players stay in the moment and focus on
the game, leading to improved
playability. 

automatic puck

recycling system

uninterrupted gameplay



operator-friendly 

back end settings

This air hockey table is also very operator-friendly, providing different
setting options to adjust the game to suit locations’ needs. Operator has
full control over duration of each game, how many pucks are released,
and when they are released during the game, etc. Ticket option can also
be turned on/off. 

The digital scoreboard adds a modern and attractive element to the
game, enhancing the competitiveness of the game by providing
immediate scorekeeping and elevating the overall play experience. 



increase durability,

                             improved gameplay

reduced maintanance

The scratch-resistant tabletop provides
important benefits including increased
durability, maintains appearance, improved
gameplay, and reduced maintenance. 

Power Puck Fever is a beautifully designed air
hockey table with lot of great features, dazzling
light effects, LED trims, elevated gameplay;  this
is not your ordinary air hockey table 



The game has been tested in multiple FEC locations
around the world with terrific results. The latest
earnings report we received from a North American
Trampoline/FEC location ranks it in the top 5 out of
42 games. 

Great earnings, 

high ranking



Multi-puck air hockey tables tend to attract
more players to the game and increase social
interaction as more people can play together,
compared to a single player type game. 

Designed to cater to players of all skill levels,
Power Puck Fever provides a fun game for both
beginners and experienced players. 

This adds to the versatility and replay value of
the game. 

 versatile and

increases

replay value 
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https://youtu.be/B58dwTO8sfk

